REFLECTOR MOUNTING AREA:
FLAT OR ARC (RADIUS NOT LESS THAN 2.15 INCHES)
3" x 12" REFLECTOR FACING TRAFFIC

MOUNTING RECEPTACLE TO HOLD BASE AND POST. SEE NOTES BELOW AND NOTE #2 OF THE POST NOTES.

WIDTH SHAPE, AREA (SEE NOTES)

SURFACE MOUNT FOUNDATION UNIT
(HOLDS BASE SEGMENT OF 2-PIECE OR 3-PIECE ASSEMBLY)

NOTES:
1. RECEPTACLE SHAPE SHALL BE SQUARE OR PROPRIETARY WITH SQUARE PREFERRED.
2. FOUNDATION UNIT SHAPE SHALL BE PROPRIETARY.
3. FOUNDATION UNIT MATERIAL SHALL BE COMPATIBLE WITH ADHERING OR FASTENING TO ALL FORMS OF ASPHALTIC AND PORTLAND CEMENTOUS SURFACE MATERIAL USED BY ADOT.
4. ALL REQUIRED EPOXY ADHESIVES OR FASTENERS SHALL BE INCLUDED.
5. FOUNDATION UNIT MAXIMUM DIMENSION SHALL NOT EXCEED 15 INCHES.
6. FOUNDATION UNIT SHAPE SHALL BE LARGER THAN OR EQUAL TO 40 SQUARE INCHES AND LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 115 SQUARE INCHES.
7. FOUNDATION UNIT SHAPE MAY BE SQUARE, RECTANGULAR OR ROUNDED.
8. FOUNDATION UNIT LARGEST DIMENSION SHALL NOT BE GREATER THAN DOUBLE THE LEAST DIMENSION.
9. TWO-PIECE ASSEMBLY: POST WITH INTEGRAL BASE PLUS FOUNDATION UNIT.
10. THREE-PIECE ASSEMBLY: POST PLUS SEPARATE INSERTABLE BASE PLUS FOUNDATION UNIT.

POST NOTES:
FOUNDATION UNIT NOT SHOWN
SEE STD DRAWING M-37

1. MINIMUM SIDEWALL THICKNESS SHALL BE ½ INCH.
2. SURFACE COLOR IS WHITE OR NEAR WHITE, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
3. MUST MEET WARRANTY, UV-DURABILITY, STRIKE-DURABILITY AND ALL OTHER SPECIFIED REQUIREMENTS.
4. WHERE SURFACE MOUNTING IS REQUIRED, INSERTABLE BASE AND SURFACE MOUNT FOUNDATION MAY USE & PROPRIETARY "EATING" (RECEPTACLE) SHAPE.